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Chairman’s Corner – Mark Chomyn
As we roll into September, we’ve seen some unsettled atmospheric conditions (darn weather) and some
sizzling temperatures. This last weekend Hurricane Kay came up the coast from Baja with much fanfare
from local and national meteorologists. On the coast here in Encinitas we got about 6/10ths of an inch of rain
but folks to the east and in the mountains saw up to four inches in some areas. So, though the big dump was a
big dud for my lawn, it was troublesome enough to create some event cancellations.
The most disappointing of those cancellations was the two-day Scale Staffel event at Perris on Sept. 10 and
11. In addition to rain, the forecasted high winds and potential lightning put a damper on the contest. Keep
your eye on your email and the El Torbellino for a new contest date. I started to prepare for the contest on
Friday (9/2) of the week before the contest. I started getting planes ready and when I went to replace motors,
I discovered that I didn’t have an adequate supply of either 1/8 of 3/16 rubber. I immediately made an online
order with FAI Model Supply and hoped that the delivery would be timely. While waiting I received the
contest cancellation email. That took the worry out of the rubber delivery which as fate would have it didn’t
happen until Saturday (9/10) afternoon. Too late for the first day of the contest. However, I had made up my
mind prior to the cancellation to show up anyway and just work with the rubber that was already in each
plane by applying generous motor lube and backing off on winds. So, the contest cancellation though
disappointing was beneficial in my case.
As for upcoming contests, the next Orbiteers outdoor will
be September 25 at Taibi Field in Perris. Events will be
Old Time/Nostalgia, Glider and Power. Get your planes
and flight gear ready and we’ll see you there.
With regard to Old Time, my goal of flying anything but
a Gollywock continues. The Best-By -Test Stratometer
turned out not to be a fly- right-off-the-building-board
success. It test-glided OK but would auger-in on power.
So, I started construction on an Ace Whitman Albatross.
A 36-inch span high wing cabin type model that looks
like a Miss Canada/Jabberwock cross-breed. It’s all
framed up and ready to cover and I’ve got another two
weeks to finish it. I think I can make that work. But if this
experiment fails, I will reluctantly drag a Gollywock plan from my stash and stop beating my head against
the wall.
If you got your September issue of Model Aviation, you may have noticed an article on page 14. It
announced an increase in AMA membership dues. Reasons cited were supply chain disruptions and inflation
(causing increased paper prices), an increase in insurance costs and expenses for AMA lobbying on the FAA
reauthorization in 2023. The article mentions that if you buy a 3-year renewal the cost per year is equivalent
to the current yearly cost, but you pay more upfront. The article mentions that AMA has not raised yearly
dues costs for seven years. So, I’m going cut them some slack.

Also, in Model Aviation on page 6 it asks for readers to submit their idea on what would be their vision of a
perfect issue of Model Aviation. Well for me that would be one that looked a lot like an issue of Flying
Models (FM) in the 1950’s and 1960’s when free flight models and plans were seen on a regular basis, from
designers like: Paul Del Gatto, Paul Plecan, Bill Dean, Carl Goldberg, Sal Taibi (remember the Stardusters?),
Woody Blanchard and Don McGovern. Sending that reply to AMA would probably relieve some of my
anxiety about the AMA dues increases but I’ll just go out in the garage and pull a few classic issues of FM
from my collection and reminisce. It’s less likely to cause controversy.
In a past article, I mentioned the passing of Lee Hines a notable glider designer and glider flying champion. I
recently received an email from Tim Batiuk about his experience at this year’s AMA Nationals glider events.
In that email Tim mentioned that a service was performed in Lee’s honor on “hand launch glider hill” at the
Nationals. Not only were Lee’s ashes released from a rocket glider some 40 people in attendance also got to
spread some ashes on HLG Hill. A nice and well-deserved tribute to Lee.
On a similar note, I got an email from the SCAMPS announcing the 2023 Sal Taibi Fun Fly. This will mark
the 10th anniversary for the fun fly first held on January 2013. Mr. Taibi was a pioneer and legend as a freeflight designer and flyer. To list his accomplishments, contributions and to document his involvement in the
advancement of free flight would literally take a book. So, save the date, Sunday, January 8, 2023. Check the
SCAMPS website for specific classes to be flown.
That’s a wrap for this month.
Mark
“You cannot propel yourself forward by patting yourself on the back.”
Steve Prefontaine – Olympic long-distance runner
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Science Olympiad Flight Event for 2023
By Mike Jester
Science Olympiad is a nationwide contest in which teams of 15 middle school students (Division B)
and 15 high school students (Division C) representing their schools compete annually against one another in
the spring. The competition includes approximately 23 testing and building events. The object of the
competition is to promote STEM education. For over three decades Science Olympiad has included an
indoor flying event, either rubber powered airplanes, catapult launched gliders, or rubber powered
helicopters. Prior to this year, the airplane event has always been called “Wright Stuff.” Many students and
adults, including myself, first became serious about rubber powered free flight as a result of participating in,
or coaching, the Wright Stuff event. Indeed Kang Lee, a two- time F1D world champion and Orbiteers club
member, got his start in indoor rubber powered free flight coaching students in the Wright Stuff event. This
past year I was the Event Supervisor for the Wright Stuff Division C event in the Southern California State
finals held in April and for the Wright Stuff Division C event in the National finals held in May. The top
high school competitors had spent many hours building and practice flying, and it would have been hard for
even the most accomplished adults to beat these fliers.

Division B (left) and Division C (right) Senior Flyer Models from J & H Aerospace

After those Wright Stuff competitions were completed, I was part of a committee tasked with revamping the
rules which resulted in the new “Flight” event. Under the Division C rules, a rubber powered airplane must
fit inside a Banker’s Box in its ready to fly condition. Under the Division B rules the box is slightly longer.
The airplane must weigh no less than 8 grams and its rubber motor must weigh no more than 2 grams. Biplanes, pushers, canards, and twins are all permitted under the new rules. For several years I had promoted

the “fit-in-a-box” rule to speed up the check-in. Under the old Wright Stuff event there were strict span and
chord limitations for the wing and stab, and a prop diameter limitation. It was cumbersome and time
consuming to measure students’ planes. The dimensional limitations also stifled creativity and led to cookiecutter airplane designs. Another benefit of the “fit-in-a-box” rule is that it promotes safe storage and
transport of student models. J & H Aerospace is selling two different kits for building models that meet the
2023 Flight event rules. The Senior Flyer, pictured above, has a simple balsa wood frame construction and a
molded plastic prop. The Stinger, pictured below, utilizes carbon fiber spars and a lightweight Ikara prop.
The wing and stab of the Stinger models have larger chords than the simpler Senior Flyer design. Joshua
Finn says that the Senior Flyer will produce flights approaching two minutes while the Stinger will produce
flights over two minutes.

Division C (left) and Division B (right) Stinger Models from J & H Aerospace

Let’s hope that our club secures an indoor flying site this year so that we can mentor some students in
the new Science Olympiad Flight Event. They are the future of our hobby.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

-

September / October 2022

September 25

San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 7:30 am.
Events: OT-NOS RUBBER / Glider / Power

October 16

San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly (Rain Date: Oct 23)
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 7:30 am.
Events: P-30 / Glider / Power

November 12, 13

Dual Club Annual Contest, Lost Hills, CA
(See enclosed flyer for contest details)

